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ABSTRACT
Development environments that support Model-Driven De-
velopment often focus on model-level functional testing, en-
abling verification of design models against their specifica-
tions. However, developers of safety-critical software sys-
tems are also required to show that tests cover the structure
of the implementation. Unfortunately, the implementation
structure can diverge from the model depending on choices
such as the model compiler or target language. Therefore,
structural coverage at the model level may not guarantee
coverage of the implementation.

We present results from an industrial experiment that demon-
strates the model-compiler effect on test artifacts in xtUML
models when these models are transformed into C++. Test
artifacts, i.e., predicates and clauses, are used to satisfy the
structural code coverage criterion, in this case MCDC, which
is required by the US Federal Aviation Administration. The
results of the experiment show not only that the implemen-
tation contains more test artifacts than the model, but also
that the test artifacts can be deterministically enumerated
during translation. The analysis identifies two major sources
for these additional test artifacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), a platform-independent
model (PIM) is initially expressed in a platform-independent
modeling language, such as Executable UML [7]. Using
a model compiler, the specification is transformed into a
platform-specific model (PSM) or any code-level implemen-
tation. The code generator, i.e., the model compiler, is
free to transform the design model in any way as long as
the transformed program computes the same results as the
original program specification. This can include reordering
pieces of code as well as reducing the number of operations,
replacing them or inserting new instructions [8].

Model-driven development (MDD) environments often fo-
cus on functional testing, enabling the verification of design
models against their specifications. Sometimes we must also
show that the tests cover the structure of the implemen-
tation. The design model is usually transformed to code,
which is compiled and executed for structural coverage anal-
ysis. If the structural code coverage criteria are not met,
additional tests are needed. It is however, not sufficient to
generate any additional tests to cover the missing code struc-
ture. Instead tests for safety critical software in avionics
must be designed from the specification [10]. Hence addi-
tional tests to achieve the required coverage must be created
at the model level. Structural code coverage is not applied
to safety-critical software just to satisfy structural coverage
criteria. Instead, the structural coverage is used to mea-
sure how well tests derived from requirements exercise the
code structure. With this approach it is possible to recog-
nize unintended or missing functionality, which would not
be possible if the only goal was to satisfy structural cover-
age. Functionality that is not described in the specifications
should not be covered by tests, it should be removed from
the code.

Structural code coverage is analyzed at the code level while
tests are designed at a model level, so time-consuming itera-
tions between levels are required. Moreover, designing tests
at the model level to cover the structure at the code level
requires knowledge of the transformation. This violates one
of the major benefits of MDD, the separation of abstraction
layers. Hence, in a model-driven environment it is better to
move as much testing activity from code level to model level
as possible. However, before substituting the code-level ac-
tivity with model-level activity, it is important to analyze
how structural code coverage criteria should be applied in
an MDD environment.
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Kirner [5] identified four issues for determining structural
code coverage at the model and code level:

(i) The modeling language may use a different implemen-
tation style (e.g., data flow instead of control flow).

(ii) The modeling language may use abstractions that hide
details of the implementation, making it harder to
identify structural entities to cover within the model.

(iii) Code generation may be parameterizable (i.e., model
semantics and implementation depend on the code gen-
eration settings).

(iv) Many modeling environments are continuously being
developed, so the semantics of language constructs
change over time. Further, modeling languages are
rarely standardized; each tool provider often has its
own modeling language.

These potential problems apply to both design models with
automatic code generation and manual coding.

We present results from an experiment that studies the effect
of abstraction (ii) and parameterized code generation (iii).
We investigate the influence on structural code-coverage within
design models specified in executable and translatable UML
(xtUML) [7]. Our approach is to analyze the predicates and
clauses (collectively called test artifacts) that are involved in
structural coverage criteria at both levels. We identify addi-
tional test artifacts that are created during transformation,
and count how many clauses are in each predicate to esti-
mate the number of test requirements for logic-based test
criteria such as MCDC.

We count the number of test artifacts, i.e., predicates and
clauses rather than the number of test requirements or tests
for two reasons. First, we want a measurement that is gen-
eral and objective. Given the number of test artifacts it
is possible to calculate the number of test requirements for
various logic-based test criteria. Second, the number of test
artifacts is more independent of process than the number of
test cases since it is not obscured by the specific values of
the tests. The size of a test suite depends heavily on how
intelligently we select the tests, while the number of test
artifacts is given by the structure.

Section 2 of this paper gives the necessary background on
logic-based testing criteria and xtUML. Section 3 presents
related work. Section 4 introduces the industrial applica-
tions used and describes how the quantitative measurements
are applied at both the model and code levels. Section 5
presents the results from our experiment and Section 6 sum-
marizes our conclusions and suggests future work.

2. BACKGROUND
Logical expressions are common to almost every type of
software artifact. Several test criteria have been defined
that are based on logical expressions. One of the most
known criterion is the Modified Condition Decision Coverage
(MCDC) [3], which is required by the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for certifying safety critical software
with the highest safety level in commercial avionics software
[10].

The diversity in terminology and presentations has led to
confusion among users of MCDC. To overcome these prob-
lems, Ammann et al. [1] integrated existing ideas of logic-
based test criteria into a common unifying framework. This
generic view of the structures is suitable for our study since
it is independent of whether the logic expressions are derived
from the model or code.

2.1 Logic Expression Criteria
A predicate is an expression that evaluates to a Boolean
value. Predicates consist of one or more clauses. A clause
is a Boolean variable, non-Boolean variables combined by a
relational operator, or a call to a Boolean function. For ex-
ample, the predicate p = (a < b ∧ D) ∨ f(x) contains three
clauses: a relation expression (a<b), a Boolean variable D
and a Boolean function call f (x). The most common logical
operators in source code are negation (¬), and (∧) and or
(∨). Other logical operators, implication (→), exclusive or
(⊕) and equivalence (↔), are more common in specification
languages.

Logic-based test coverage criteria focus on covering clauses
(clause coverage), predicates (predicate coverage), or sub-
sets of evaluations of predicates (e.g., active clause coverage)
[1]. Ammann et al. [1] presented three different interpreta-
tions of the MCDC definition, which they defined as GACC,
CACC and RACC (see below), all variants of active clause
coverage.

As mentioned, we count the number of clauses and predi-
cates and thus can compute the number of test requirements
for clause coverage (CC) and predicate coverage (PC). We
also calculate the number of clauses within each predicate
and show by an example how this gives us the number of
test requirements for active clause coverage. All three vari-
ants of active clause coverage generate the same number of
test requirements (approximately two per clause) and all
three produce redundant test requirements since each re-
quirement specifies a row in a truth table and the same row
can be needed for more than one clause. We will show this
in the example. The definition used in the example, corre-
lated active clause coverage (CACC), corresponds to mask-
ing MCDC [2].

Definition 1. [Correlated Active Clause Coverage (CACC)]
For each p ∈ P and each major clause ci ∈ Cp, choose mi-
nor clauses cj, j ̸= i so that ci determines p (ci is active).
Then define two requirements for each ci: ci evaluates to
true and ci evaluates to false. The values chosen for the mi-
nor clauses cj must cause p to be true for one value of the
major clause ci and false for the other. [1]

Consider the predicate p = a ∨ (b ∧ c). It has three
clauses, thus we get six test requirements. Some are redun-
dant, leaving four unique test requirements. To show a’s
independence, (b∧c) must be false while a is assigned the
value true once and false once. The expression (b∧c) can be
false in three ways, any of which can be used to show a’s
independent effect on the predicate evaluation.

Consider the truth table in Table 1. The table shows the
truth values for the individual clauses as well as the predi-
cate. It also shows which clauses are active. For example pa
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Table 1: Truth table for predicate p.
Entry a b c p = a ∨ (b ∧ c) pa pb pc

0 T T T T F F F
1 T T F T T F F
2 T F T T T F F
3 T F F T T F F
4 F T T T F T T
5 F T F F T F T
6 F F T F T T F
7 F F F F T F F

is true if changing the value of a would affect the value of
the predicate.

Clause a can be made active by using any of rows {1,2,3}
from Table 1 combined with any of rows {5,6,7}, i.e., a choice
of nine combinations. Clauses b and c only have one pair of
choices each, {4,6} and {4,5}. Hence, the test requirements
must include rows 4, 5 and 6 to cover b and c. Given that
we must choose {4,5,6}, we can simply add any entry from
{1,2,3} in order to also cover a. This gives us three choices
for minimal sets of rows, {1,4,5,6}, {2,4,5,6}, or {3,4,5,6}, to
satisfy CACC for predicate p. To achieve 100% CACC cov-
erage given a predicate with N clauses the minimal number
of test requirements (TR) is N+1 and the maximal number
is 2N [1].

Predicate Coverage (PC) requires just one pair of test re-
quirements for predicate p, p = true and p = false. These
can be satisfied by combining any of rows {0,1,2,3,4} with
any of rows {5,6,7}. To achieve 100% PC coverage, we there-
fore get two test requirements per predicate. For each clause
c, CC requires one test requirement such that c = true and
one such that c = false. The test requirements for CC
can be satisfied by combining two rows with different eval-
uations for all clauses, i.e., {0,7}, {1,6}, {2,5} or {3,4} in
the example above. The number of test requirements for a
given predicate is therefore 2, independent of the number of
clauses.

Stronger logic criteria such as CACC and MCDC are only
needed when predicates have more than one clause. If a
predicate has a single clause, CACC and MCDC (and CC)
collapse to simply PC.

2.2 Abstraction Levels
This study has two abstraction levels; the model level and
the code level. Our models are expressed in xtUML, which
is a profile of the UML that defines execution semantics for
a selected translatable subset of UML. Decisions about the
organizations of the hardware and software are abstracted
away in an xtUML specification. Physically, an xtUML
specification comprises a set of models represented as di-
agrams that describe and define concept and behavior of
the system.

The set of models are the class models, the state machines
for classes and the states’ procedures1. These three models

1Example models can be seen in the BridgePoint modeling
suite. http://www.mentor.com/products/sm

form a complete definition of the subject matter under study
and the existence of a defined dynamic semantics makes the
three models computationally complete. This allows xtUML
to be executed, verified, and translated into an implementa-
tion.

3. RELATED WORK
Rajan et al. [9] presented an empirical study that measured
the effect of program and model structures on MCDC test
adequacy coverage. The study used six realistic systems
from the civil avionics domain, specified in Simulink2. The
purpose of the study was to measure structural coverage on
two versions of the implementation, with and without ex-
pression folding (i.e., inlined and non-inlined). The authors
generated test suites that satisfied MCDC over a non-inlined
implementation and then showed that these test suites did
not satisfy MCDC for the inlined implementation. The av-
erage reduction in coverage was 29.5%, primarily because
the non-inlined versions did not account for the effect of
masking [2]. Rajan et al. believe there is a serious need for
coverage criteria that account for masking irrespective of im-
plementation structure, or alternatively, a canonical way of
structuring code so that condition masking is revealed when
measuring coverage using existing coverage criteria. While
Rajan et al. [9] studied the effect on MCDC by different im-
plementations, we study the effect on the test artifacts by
the model transformation.

One approach to handle structural coverage analysis at dif-
ferent design levels was taken by Kirner [5]. This research fo-
cuses on ensuring that the structural code coverage achieved
at a higher abstraction level is preserved during transfor-
mation down to lower levels. To guarantee preservation of
structural coverage, Kirner defined formal properties that
have to be fulfilled during the transformation between differ-
ent program representations. These formal properties have
been used to automatically create coverage profiles that can
extend compilers with the feature of preserving any given
code coverage criteria by enabling only those code optimiza-
tions that preserve it [6]. While Kirner and Haas [6]
discussed coverage preservation by constraining the trans-
formation, we find that there may exist implicit test re-
quirements in the xtUML model that are made explicit by
the transformation. Similar approaches to ours regarding
model-to-model transformation were by Friske and Schlin-
gloff [4] and Weissleder [11], using state machines. Friske
and Schlingloff instrumented conditions of the state ma-
chine transitions to simulate All-Transition with MCDC.
Wiessleder presented a model transformation for simulating
coverage criteria that showed that the all-transitions cover-
age criterion simulates MCDC.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
As mentioned previously, Kirner [5] identified some serious
transformation issues concerning abstraction and parame-
terization that could affect test artifacts such as predicates
and clauses. Such issues need to be investigated and ad-
dressed to apply structural code coverage criteria at a plat-
form independent design level. The goal of our study is
to investigate the impact that transformations have on test
artifacts. The experiment is quantitative and assesses and

2http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink
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compares the number of predicates and clauses at the model
level and code level.

4.1 Subjects
The empirical study used aviation system software devel-
oped in xtUML by Saab Aeronautics. Saab Aeronautics is
responsible for development, production, marketing, selling
and supporting of the Gripen fighter3. Our subjects are six
aviation applications for an updated version of the Gripen,
developed by separate teams.

Table 2 shows a summary of the six applications. The
columns under “Action Homes” represent places in the ap-
plication where the behavior is expressed in object action
language (OAL), for example states and operations. One
application, A6, is actually a part of the model compiler it-
self, the functionality that transforms the object action lan-
guage constructs. The model compiler is modeled in xtUML
and transformed into C++.

4.2 Tools and procedure
The tools used in this experiment were the BridgePoint4

product for the xtUML modeling environment and model
compiler, and the compiler framework LLVM5 for the C++
code analysis. These tools did not directly support our needs
for data collection, so we developed plugins to add additional
functionality. The model compiler used with BridgePoint is
designed and developed within Saab Aeronautics, where the
first author is one of the developers. The same configuration
of the model compiler were used for all six applications.

As mentioned, the data collection functionality is designed
and implemented into BridgePoint and LLVM as plugins.
Both plugins count all predicates and clauses, emitting their
results as plain text files, as in Figure 1. The plugin for
BridgePoint traverses the xtUML meta-model (populated
with instances from the applications) for data collection.
The plugin for LLVM traverses the in-memory abstract syn-
tax tree (populated with instances from the generated C++
applications) for data collection.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental setup.

One important feature of the model compiler is that for ev-
ery C++ function generated, a label with a unique identi-
fier derived from the corresponding xtUML model element is
emitted as the first statement in the outermost block of that
function. By recognizing the label as an ordinary C++ label

3http://saabgroup.com/Air/Gripen-Fighter-System
4http://www.mentor.com/products/sm
5http://llvm.org

statement during data collection we can establish traceabil-
ity between the code level and the model level. We counted
how many additional predicates and clauses were created,
identified which predicates and clauses were new, and were
then able to trace them back to their origin in the xtUML
model. This makes it easy to compare results from the code
level with results from the model level.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Saab Aeronautics will not allow the xtUML models and the
corresponding C++ code to be shown or explained in depth.
Instead, the analysis will focus on general xtUML constructs
and C++ constructs. Differences between the model and
code levels regarding the number of predicates and clauses
were inspected manually. This was done to recognize the
structural constructs that are the sources for such differ-
ences. The differences are analyzed according to logic-based
coverage criteria and how they influence the structural cov-
erage analysis.

5.1 Data Analysis
The results from our experiment show an increase in the
number of test artifacts for all applications, as summarized
in Table 3. Each cell contains two numbers. The first is the
number of test artifacts in the xtUML model, and the second
is the number of test artifacts in the C++ implementation.
Except for A6, all increases were single-clause predicates,
which, as stated in Section 2.1, are cheap and easy to test.
Table 4 shows the effect on the number of test requirements
for logic-based coverage criteria.

Since we know the number of predicates P and clauses C,
we can calculate the number of test requirements for each
application for various logic-based criteria. 2*P in Table
4 refers to the maximum of test criteria for PC, CC. Fi-
nally, P+C refers to the minimum number for active clause
coverage (CACC).

5.1.1 Explicit Predicates vs Implicit Predicates
An analysis of the design model and the generated code
shows that new predicates come from two sources. Most new
predicates are in actions representing chained navigation of
associations in the xtUML models, for example:

select many Predicates related by Stmts->ACT_IF[R603]->V_VAL[R625];

The second source was iteration over instance sets, for ex-
ample:

for each Predicate in Predicates
...

end for;

The chained navigation statements are transformed into sev-
eral actions in the C++ code, where each action handles one
step in the chain. For example, consider the following object
action code taken from the BridgePoint plugin developed for
this experiment.

Model Level (OAL):
...
select many If_Stmts related by Stmts->ACT_IF[R603];
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Table 2: Summary of experimental subjects.
Action Homes

Applications Components Classes States Operations Others
A1 9 61 117 133 60
A2 7 66 117 137 79
A3 3 12 15 29 6
A4 3 18 15 27 7
A5 3 36 81 112 28
A6 4 444 2 582 51

Total 29 637 347 1020 231

Table 3: Number of test artifacts in xtUML model vs C++ implementation.
Model/Code Level

Number of Predicates with n Clauses
Applications Predicates Clauses 1 2 3 4 5

A1 235/293 243/301 229/287 4/4 2/2 0/0 0/0
A2 395/564 420/589 371/540 23/23 1/1 0/0 0/0
A3 30/35 30/35 30/35 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
A4 49/59 51/61 47/57 2/2 0/0 0/0 0/0
A5 121/123 121/123 121/123 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
A6 1127/2241 1218/2338 1050/2158 69/75 4/4 2/2 2/2

Total 1957/3315 2083/3447 1848/3200 98/104 7/7 2/2 2/2

This OAL statement will select all sub-types of ‘Stmt’ that
are ‘If Stmt’ and add them to the instance set variable ‘If Stmts’,
by navigating the association ‘R603’ within the meta-model
for the OAL. The corresponding C++ code uses an itera-
tor to loop through the start instance set ‘Stmts’ for this
chained navigation, thus introducing new predicates.

Code Level (C++):
...
If_Stmts.Clear();
for (Iterator Stmt = Stmts->begin(), E = Stmts->end();

Stmt != E;
++Stmt) {
...
If_Stmt = Stmt->If_Stmt_R603.SelectOne();
if (Exists(If_Stmt)) {

If_Stmts.Add(If_Stmt);
}

}

In this example, two new predicates are introduced by the
transformation from model to code, Stmt != E and Ex-
ists(If Stmt). The predicate Exists(If Stmt) is introduced
because association ‘R603’ is conditional in the direction of
navigation. This example shows that there are implicit pred-
icates in the design model that are not affected by the logic-
based criteria, i.e., they do not contain any test artifacts and
will therefore not contribute any test requirements if a test
criterion is applied at design model level. One approach to
solve this shortcoming regarding the implicit predicates is to
rewrite and reconstruct the structure of the action code to
perform the chained navigation one step at the time, before
applying the criterion at the model level. The result after
applying the rewriting is as follow:

Model Level (Original OAL):
...
select many If_Stmts related by Stmts->ACT_IF[R603];
...

Model Level (Rewritten OAL):
...
for each Stmt in Stmts

select one If_Stmt related by Stmt->ACT_IF[R603];
if (not_empty If_Stmt)

...
end if;

end for;

This rewrite assumes the expression Stmt in Stmts is a pred-
icate that corresponds to a function that returns a Boolean
value, which depends on whether the instance ‘Stmt’ is a
member of the instance set ‘Stmts’. This formulation is
closer to the code level where a loop is used with an exit
criterion. This example shows that it is possible to make
implicit predicates explicit at the model level, i.e., with-
out introducing any platform dependency. This solution
would probably make the structural coverage at the model
level closer to the coverage result obtained from the code
level. However this is still only valid for this specific trans-
formation of the xtUML models used in this experiment into
C++. Other transformation solutions may hide the naviga-
tion functionality in library routines that are already tested.
Our results address issue (ii) presented by Kirner [5], where
the abstraction corresponds to the sources of implicit pred-
icates. The transformation from implicit to explicit predi-
cates and to an implementation will depend, as mentioned in
Kirners’ issue (iii), to the parameters on the code generator.

5.2 Discussion of Validity
Independent variables in this experiment are the six aviation
applications specified in xtUML. The dependent variables
of the experiment are the predicates and clauses generated
in the implementation. One possible confounding variable
in this experiment can be the design guide that is followed
when specifying xtUML models according to the company’s
development process. The design guide includes restrictions
for model constructs allowed in the xtUML models. Before
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Table 4: Impact on test requirements for logic-based criteria.
Test Requirements

Model Level Code Level Increase (%)
Applications 2*P P+C 2*P P+C 2*P P+C

A1 470 478 586 594 25 24
A2 790 815 1128 1153 43 41
A3 60 60 70 70 17 17
A4 98 100 118 120 20 20
A5 242 242 246 246 2 2
A6 2254 2345 4482 4579 99 95

Total 3914 4040 6630 6762 69 67

the xtUML models are translated into C++ code, system
design decisions are specified as markings in the model to
the model compiler. These markings reflect the underlying
platform; most of these markings are about partitioning and
scheduling of applications on the platform and should there-
fore not affect the number of predicates and clauses in the
C++ implementation.

Only one model compiler was used for the transformation.
Hence, our results might not be valid for other transforma-
tions. However, the idea regarding model-to-model transfor-
mation making the implicit predicates explicit is applicable
to any application specified as an xtUML model.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents results from an industrial experiment
to investigate whether coverage-based tests designed from
a model will achieve the same level of coverage in the gen-
erated code. The test artifacts, predicates and clauses, are
used in structural coverage criteria for safety-critical soft-
ware. Such criteria are required by the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for certifying safety critical parts of
the avionics software in commercial aircraft [10]. This is
an important issue because it is much more cost-effective to
design tests at the model level than at the code level, so
positive results can lead to significant savings.

The experiment found an increase in the number of test ar-
tifacts and test requirements for all experimental subjects.
Analysis found how implicit predicates hidden in typical
statements in the object action language (OAL) create hid-
den control flows and loops, which account for most of the
new predicates.

A positive result is that the new predicates can be deter-
ministically and fully determined during model to code
transformation. Thus, most of the test design can be carried
out at the model level, and the resulting tests can be aug-
mented with additional tests from the new predicates. An
additional positive result is that most of the new pred-
icates are single-clause, so few additional tests will be
needed and the additional test design activity is quite cheap.

One additional future step is to analyze the opportunity to
use our knowledge about implicit predicates to automati-
cally generate the test cases to cover them. One important
question is whether this is valid according to certifying reg-
ulations.
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